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1. Introduction
Generalized manifolds were defined by Cech, and are studied in detail in

R. L. Wilder’s book, Topology of Manifolds [5]. It is the purpose of this
paper to prove that the product of generalized manifolds is a generalized
manifold, subiect to restrictions of a dimension theoretic nature. A more
general statement may be made" the bundle space of a fibre bundle whose
base and fibre are in the class of generalized manifolds referred to is a gen-
eralized manifold.
The proof depends upon a formula for determining the local Betti numbers

of a point in the product of two locally compact spaces. This formula,
analogous to the Kiinneth formula for determining the homology of product
spaces, is given in Theorem I.

2. Preliminaries

Generalized manifolds are defined by conditions on the local homology of
the space. In particular, the local Betti numbers are used, and defined as
follows (see [5], p. 191).

Given a space S and a point x S, let {P.} be a basis for the open sets
containing x, and for each a let {Q.} be a basis for the open sets of S con-
taining x and contained in P.. The symbol Zq(x" S, S P. S, S Q.)
represents the vector space of q-dimensional (ech cycles on S mod (S P.),
with coefficients in a field. The symbol B(x" S, S P. S, S Q.) de-
notes the subspace of the above consisting of those cycles which bound on
S mod (S Q.).
The indices/a} of the {P. are ordered by inclusion, i.e. a < a if and only

if P., P. In a similar manner the indices {a} are ordered by the rela-
tion, < . if and only if < and
The generalized limit

lim dim [Zq(x’S, S P.; S, S Q.o)/Bq(x’S, S P.; S, S Q.o)],

which is induced by the order relation among the {a}, exists (or may con-
sistently be called infinite), since

dim [Zq(x’S, S P. S, S Q.o)/Bq(x’S, S P. S, S Q.0)]

is nonincreasing for aB < a f, i.e.Q.o :::) Q.o The double limit

lim lim dim [Zq(x" S, S P. S, S Q.)/Bq(x’S, S P. S, S Q.)]
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induced by the order relation on {} exists (or may be called infinite), since
the values for the first limit are nondecreasing. The local Betti numbers of
the point x in the space S are defined as these double limits, and are denoted
by p(x), q O, 1, ....

Generalized manifolds are defined using local Betti numbers p(x) as follows
(see [5], p. 244).

DEFINITION. A locally compact space S is a generalized manifold of dimen-
sion n, if

(1) S has Lebesque dimension n,
(2) pq(x) 0, for allxeS, q n,
(3) p,(x) 1, for allxeS.

3. Homology theory of products
Let (X, A) be a compact pair of Hausdorff spaces, {(U,, U’,} a cofinal col-

lection of finite coverings of this pair. The nerve of a covering is denoted by
N(U,, U’,), and the q-dimensional (ech homology group Ha(X A) is, by
definition, the inverse limit lim- Hq(N(U,, UP,)), the inverse limit being with
respect to all coverings (or a cofinal set). Considerations are limited here to
homology with coefficient group a field.
The (topological) product of two spaces X, Y is denoted by X X Y. The

tensor product of two vector spaces G1, G is denoted by G1 (R) G. The rela-
tion dim (G (R) G) dim G.dim G. is used. To avoid confusion with the
word dimension as used in homology, vector space dimension is called the
rank.
The following theorem in the homology theory of products has grown out

of the work of Ktinneth [2], and is the extended form of many theorems in the
literature. In particular, the proof can be obtained from results in Eilenberg
and Zilber [1].

THEOREM. If the vector spaces Hr(X, A), r 0, 1,..., and Hs(Y, B),
s O, 1, are finitely generated, there exists an isomorphism onto"

v’gt(x X Y, Z X B u A Y)_r+8__tH(X, A) (R) H.(Y, B)

(where it is assumed that the same field of coecients is used to compute the
homology groups).

4. The product theorem for local Betti numbers
In order to apply the theorem in the preceding paragraph, the following

lemma is needed.

LEMMA. In order to compute the local Betti numbers of an lc space, it is
sujcient to consider the ranks of the homology groups of certain compact pairs.

Proof. Let S be a locally compact space, x a point in S, P an open set
containing x whose closure is compact, and Q an open set containing x whose
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closure is contained in P. The excision axiom states that Hq(S, S Q) is
isomorphic to Hq(/5,/5 Q).

Wilder [4] has shown that in an lcn (locally connected in dimensions <-n)
space, the local Betti numbers are equal to the rank of the direct limit groups
lim H(S, S P.), where {P. is a basis for the open sets in S which con-
tain x.

If a space has finite local Betti numbers, then it is lcn (see [5], p. 196]. All
of the theorems in this paper are corollaries of the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. If S, S’ are locally compact spaces with finite local Betti num-
bers, x S, y e S’, then the local Betti numbers of the point (x, y) S X S’ are
determined by the formula
(A) pt(x, y) ErTs_-__t pr(x) Ps(Y).

Proof. Properties of compact pairs are used, as justified by the lemma.
Let S be a compact space, x e S, P. an open set containing x, and Q. an open
set whose closure is contained in P.. For a second compact set S’, y e S’,
let P. and Q.’ be defined in a similar way.
By the theorem of section 3 there exist isomorphisms as indicated by the

vertical maps in the following diagram.

Ht(S X S’, S X S’ P. X P’,) J H,(S X S’, S X S’ Q. X Q’.)

the horizontal map j in the top line being the one induced by inclusion; in the
bottom line jl is the tensor product of the induced maps. This diagram is
commutative, by the homology theory of products.
By definition, the Betti number

p,((x, y)’S X S’, S X S’ P. X P,. "S X S’, S X S’ Q. X Q’.)
is the rank of the vector space Ht(S X S’, S X S’ P. X P’.) less the rank
of the kernel of j in the diagram above. This can be computed by determin-
ing the rank of ,r+8-t Hr(S, S P.) (R) H(S’, S’ P’.) less the rank of
the kernel of jl.
The rank of ,+.=t H(S, S P.) (R) Hs(S’, S P.) is

[rank H(S, S P.)] [rank H,(S’, S’ P.)].
rTs----t

An element zl (R) z2 of H(S, S P.) (R) Hs(S’, S’ P.) is in the kernel
of j if and only if j(z (R) z2) 0 (R) z orj(z (R) z2) z @ 0. Since
Hr(S, S Q.) Z(S, S Q.)/B(S, S Q.), etc., this occurs if and
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only if z maps into an element of B(S, S Q.), or z maps into an element
of B,(S’, S’ Q’.) under the maps induced by inclusion.
Hence if the rank of H(S, S- P.)is denoted by p(S, S- P,), etc.,

and the kernel of /ci’Hr(S, S P.) -- Hr(S, S Q.) by b(S, S Q.),
etc., then

p,(S X S’, S X S’ P. X P’.) b,(S X S’, S X S’ Q. X Q’.)
,+= [p,(S, S p.) b,(S, S Q,)][p.(S’, S’ P’.)

b,(S’, S’

since

bt(S X S’, S X S’ Q. X Q:) +,=t [p(S, S p.) b,(S’, S’

+ b(S, S Q.) p,(Z’, S’- P:)- b(S, S Q.) b,(S’, S’ Q:)].
Using the notation above, the local Betti numbers are defined as

p(x) lim lim [p(S, S P.) b(S, S Q.)].

p.(y) lim lim [p.(S’, S’ p:) b(S’, S’ Q:)],

pt(x, y) lim lim [pt(S X S’, S S’ P.

bt(S S’,SX S’- Q. X

Since both limits in each expression are monotone, the theorem can be de-
duced from the formulas above.

ConoLnY 1. The product of two locally compact spaces all of whose
points have finite local Betti numbers is a space all of whose points have finite
local Betti numbers.

5. Products of generalized manifolds

The formula above is now applied to local Betti numbers in products of
generalized manifolds.

COROLLARY 2. If S and S’ are generalized manifolds, of dimension m and
n respectively, x S, y S’, (x, y) S X S’, then p.+(x, y) 1.

Proof. The formula becomes p.+.(x, y) ’r+.--m+ p(x) p.(y). From
the definition of generalized manifold, pr(x) O, r m, and p,(y) O, s n,
while pm(x) 1 and p,(y)= 1. Thus,

p+,,(x, y) p.,(x) p,(y) 1.

COROLLARY 3. If S and S’ are generalized manifolds, of dimension m and n
respectively, x S, y S’, (x, y) S X S’, then pt(x, y) 0, m n.
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Proof. Ift # m+ n, andr+ s t, eitherr # mort # n. Hence the
sum in the formula is zero.

THEOREM 2. If S and S’ are generalized manifolds (using the same field of
coecients) such that dim (S X S’) dim S + dim S’, then S X S’ is a
generalized manifold.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the preceding two corollaries.
Fibre bundles, [3], are spaces such that each point in the bundle space has

a neighborhood homeomorphic to a product of a neighborhood in the base
and a neighborhood in the fibre. Hence the following generalization of
Theorem 2 holds.

THEOREM 3. If a fibre bundle 05 has base X and fibre Y which are generalized
manifolds using the same field of coecients, and if dim 05 dim X + dim Y,
then 05 is a generalized manifold.
As a consequence of Theorem 1, if the bundle space is a generalized mani-

fold, and the base space X and fibre Y both lc (r their respective dimensions),
and the dimension restriction is satisfied, then X and Y must be generalized
manifolds.
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